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Introduction

B 
ig Data is changing how businesses do business. Data is 
growing at an explosive rate, coming into the company 

from different areas, and in myriad formats. Social media, 
sensor data, spatial coordinates, and external data resource 
providers are just some of the new data vectors companies 
must now address. The result is that existing analytic and 
Business Intelligence (BI) practices must be rethought in the 
context of Big Data.

Yet, despite these challenges, Big Data offers great opportuni-
ties. Powerful analytic platforms such as Alteryx allow data 
analysts to rapidly build and deploy analytic applications 
to business decision makers. Alteryx Designer Desktop and 
Alteryx Analytics Gallery are among the fastest ways to gain 
insight into Big Data. Together they provide context with 
internal data resulting in perspectives and vision that would 
otherwise not be available. The end result is better data being 
used to make better business decisions to take advantage of 
business opportunities.

About This Book
Big Data is changing how we manage data and how we use 
it in our businesses. Big Data comes in many forms, and 
from new sources such as mobile devices (smart phones for 
example), scientific sensors, and the cloud, and it’s coming at 
fire hose speed. Smart companies realize that the rules of data 
are changing, and they need to improve how they manage Big 
Data to remain relevant and competitive in the marketplace.

The focus of this book is how data analysts can use powerful 
analytic tools to take advantage of Big Data and create powerful 
analytic applications for rapid deployment to business decision 
makers.
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Foolish Assumptions
It’s been said that most assumptions have outlived their use-
lessness, but I’ll assume a few things nonetheless! Mainly, 
I assume that you know a little something about Business 
Intelligence and analytics and want to improve your business 
decision making by using data in a smarter way. As such, this 
book is written primarily for those who understand basic IT 
principles and have heard of Big Data but want to find out 
whether using analytic processing tools with Big Data can 
help them make better, more informed business decisions.

How This Book Is Organized
This book consists of six conveniently distilled chapters filled 
with just the information you need. Here’s a brief look at what 
unfolds!

Chapter 1: Understanding  
the Big Data Landscape
The book begins with an overview of what Big Data is and 
explains why it’s such a hot topic for businesses trying to 
make the most of their data. You see how Big Data is trans-
forming analytic processing and what makes it a natural fit for 
cloud architecture.

Chapter 2: Getting Started  
with Big Data Analytics
This chapter details the role of the data analyst and explains 
why this person is the most important person working with 
Big Data. It also explores the Alteryx Designer Desktop that 
you can use to quickly build and deploy powerful analytic 
applications.
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Chapter 3: Analyzing Big  
Data in Context
This chapter delves into Big Data in the context of the busi-
ness and internal data sources to make the best possible deci-
sions. You see how spatial data and external data resources 
help to identify exciting business opportunities.

Chapter 4: Getting Value from 
Predictive Analytics and Big Data
Chapter 4 explores what predictive analytics is and how it 
lends itself to getting real value out of Big Data for businesses. 
You get a look at the predictive analytics tools within the 
Alteryx Designer Desktop.

Chapter 5: Humanizing Big Data
Here, I talk about humanizing Big Data and why it is impor-
tant. You find out how to put Big Data in the hands of those 
who need it with tools such as Alteryx Analytics Gallery.

Chapter 6: Ten (Okay, Nine) 
Things to Consider with Big  
Data Analytics
The classic endpoint in every For Dummies book is the famous 
Part of Tens chapter. This chapter covers nine items that 
you’ll want to know as you explode into the exciting world of 
Big Data Analytics!

Icons Used in This Book
Throughout this book, you occasionally see special icons that 
call attention to important information. You won’t find smiley 
faces or any other cute little emoticons, but you’ll definitely 
want to take note! Here’s what you can expect:
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This icon points out things you’ll be glad I mentioned later on. 
This is the stuff you want to remember when you start using 
the material on your own.

 

I try to keep the techie stuff to a minimum, but I am a techie 
person at heart and old habits die hard! These are technical 
tidbits that aren’t essential, but they are nice to know.

 

This icon points out pieces of sage wisdom that I wish some-
one had told me when I was learning this subject.

 

Learning “the hard way” makes for good experience and 
sometimes funny stories, but it also sometimes hurts. Take 
heed in these warnings, and you may just avoid making the 
mistakes this book talks about in the first place!

Where to Go from Here
Someone once said, “Having lost sight of our objective, we will 
redouble our efforts.” How often have you seen that mentality 
at work, usually by a frustrated manager after an embarrass-
ing mistake? People promise to work harder and smarter, but 
they still aren’t really quite sure what they are doing or why.

Not understanding where you are going, what you want to do, 
or how to get there is fun for a carefree vacation, but it’s no 
way to approach anything that you want to be successful.

That’s certainly true if you are trying to learn a new paradigm 
such as Big Data, but fortunately with Big Data Analytics For 
Dummies, Alteryx Special Edition, you have help to guide you 
on this exciting journey!

If you don’t know where you’re going, any chapter will suffice —  
but Chapter 1 might be a good place to start! However, if you 
see a particular topic that interests you, feel free to jump 
ahead to that chapter. Each chapter is written to stand on its 
own, so feel free to start reading anywhere or to skip around! 
Read this book in any order that suits you (although I don’t 
recommend upside down or backwards). I promise you’ll put 
the book down thinking, “Wow, I didn’t know this stuff could 
be so easy!”
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Chapter 1

Understanding the Big  
Data Landscape

In This Chapter
▶ Understanding what Big Data is and why it is important

▶ Looking at how data is changing at such an incredible rate

▶ Identifying the paradigm shift in analytic processing

▶ Gaining insights into cloud computing and the impact on Big Data

B 
ig Data is important if you want to be successful in ana-
lytic processing. But, why is that important? The answer 

is that success in a highly competitive, fast-moving marketplace 
is determined by who can capitalize on business opportunities 
before everyone else seizes the same opportunity. The way to 
be agile (and therefore successful) is to spot trends, opportuni-
ties, and risks via analytic processing of data, and in modern 
times, with Big Data. Thus, if you want to be successful, you 
must understand Big Data and how to quickly extract from it 
the business critical information that your business requires.

This chapter looks at what Big Data is and how the overall 
data landscape is changing.

What Big Data Is
Many people believe Big Data is simply a large amount of data, 
but it is defined by more than just size. Leading IT industry 
research group Gartner defines Big Data as:
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Big Data are high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety 
information assets that require new forms of processing to 
enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and 
process optimization.

Data is described within the Gartner definition (and within the 
IT industry) based on the three Vs:

 ✓ Volume: Size of data (how big it is)

 ✓ Velocity: How fast data is being generated

 ✓ Variety: Variation of data types to include source, 
format, and structure

In terms of the three Vs, the Gartner definition effectively says 
that:

There is a lot of data, it is coming into the system rapidly, 
and it comes from many different sources in many different 
formats.

The definition may seem vague given that it is describing a 
technical item, but to accurately capture the scope of Big Data 
the definition itself must be “big.”

 

IT companies are investing billions of dollars into research 
and development for Big Data, Business Intelligence (BI), data 
mining, and analytic processing technologies. This fact under-
scores the importance of accessing and making sense of Big 
Data in a fast, agile manner.

Big Data is important; those who can harness Big Data will 
have the edge in critical decision making. Companies utilizing 
advanced analytics platforms to gain real value from Big  
Data will grow faster than their competitors and seize new 
opportunities.

How Data Is Changing
It is not a secret that data is changing in both quantity 
(volume) and format (variety). Explosive growth (velocity) 
is the most obvious example of data change as evidenced by 
these two statistics:
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 Chapter 1: Understanding the Big Data Landscape 7
 ✓ IBM estimates 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are generated 

each day.

 ✓ Ninety percent of the data in the world is less than two 
years old.

Traditional, corporate data internal to the organization is 
being overwhelmed by a new generation of data external to 
the datacenter. Reasons for the data explosion are largely due 
to new technologies generating and collecting vast amounts of 
data. These sources include

 ✓ Scientific sensors such as global mapping, meteorological 
tracking, medical imaging, and DNA research

 ✓ Point of Sale (POS) tracking and inventory control systems

 ✓ Social media such as Facebook posts and Twitter Tweets

 ✓ Internet and intranet websites across the world

Explosive data growth by itself, however, does not accurately 
describe how data is changing; the format and structure 
of data are changing. Rather than being neatly formatted, 
cleaned, and normalized data in a corporate database, the 
data is coming in as raw, unstructured text via Twitter Tweets 
on smart phones, spatial data from tracking devices, Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) devices, and audio and image 
files updated via smart devices.

Much of the data generated by new technology is unstruc-
tured or in a semi-structured data format that makes it more 
difficult to manage and process. Furthermore, while a social 
media post may be relatively small text, data related to 
images and audio input is very large. The increased size of 
unstructured data and increased complexity managing to it 
is a difficult task requiring enhancements of how data is man-
aged and analyzed.

 

NASA reportedly has accumulated so much data from space 
probes, generating such a data backlog, that scientists are 
having difficulty processing and analyzing data before the 
storage media it resides on physically degrades.
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Shift in Processing  
Due to Big Data

Traditionally, large datasets would reside on a corporate main-
frame or in a data warehouse in a well-defined format, often 
managed by an advanced Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS). This is a tried-and-true configuration, but it 
does not reflect the changing nature of Big Data. As the data 
has changed, so must how it is processed.

Traditional BI tools that rely exclusively on well-defined 
data warehouses are no longer sufficient. A well-established 
RDBMS does not effectively manage large datasets containing 
unstructured and semi-structured formats. To support Big 
Data, modern analytic processing tools must

 ✓ Shift away from traditional, rearward-looking BI tools and 
platforms to more forward-thinking analytic platforms.

 ✓ Support a data environment that is less focused on inte-
grating with only traditional, corporate data warehouses 
and more focused on easy integration with external 
sources.

 ✓ Support a mix of structured, semi-structured, and 
unstructured data without complex, time-consuming IT 
engineering efforts.

 ✓ Process data quickly and efficiently to return answers 
before the business opportunity is lost.

 ✓ Present the business user with an interface that doesn’t 
require extensive IT knowledge to operate.

Fortunately, IT vendors and the IT open source community 
are stepping up to the challenge of Big Data and have created 
tools that meet these requirements. Popular software tools 
include

 ✓ Hadoop: Open-source software from Apache Software 
Foundation to store and process large nonrelational 
data sets via a large, scalable distributed model. 
Commercialized Hadoop distributions are available from 
companies such as Hortonworks and Cloudera.
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 Chapter 1: Understanding the Big Data Landscape 9
 ✓ NoSQL: A class of database systems that are optimized 

to process large unstructured and semi-structured data 
sets. Commercialized NoSQL distributions are available 
from companies such as 10gen and Couchbase.

One platform in particular that is discussed in this book is the 
Alteryx Strategic Analytics platform. Alteryx specializes in Big 
Data Analytics with an emphasis on bringing Big Data within 
reach of the people who can best use it.

Big Data Is Everywhere
Big Data comes from multiple sources — often from technolo-
gies that until recently did not exist. Increasingly, Big Data is 
coming from handheld smart devices, complex scientific  
sensors, and retail, inventory, and sales tracking devices.

Big Data also resides in multiple locations. Gone are the 
days where data only exists in a chilly datacenter behind the 
locked doors of the IT department. Today the most valuable 
data is outside the company where it is hosted by external 
entities and shared (or purchased) by those wise enough to 
seek it.

The paradigm has shifted from storing all data and managing  
all of IT exclusively in-house to a more open (yet secure) model. 
This model is called cloud computing, which references the idea 
that the end user simply accesses their data or applications 
from the “cloud” without concern to where the IT resources 
physically reside.

With all the data, applications, and resources in the cloud, it 
is shared by all and accessible anywhere and anytime (with 
proper security). Furthermore, the cloud is a limitless com-
puting environment where size and capacity issues do not 
exist. High Availability (HA) is provided by redundancy of 
cloud components; if one component fails, another takes its 
place.

Cloud computing can be less expensive for a company as well. 
Instead of purchasing and supporting a complex IT infrastruc-
ture in-house, companies pay for only the resources they use 
within the shared cloud. The metered service feature allows 
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companies to pay for what they need and actually use, not 
overhead they don’t need or want.

Clouds are classified based on their deployment model, which 
relates to who has access to the cloud and its resources:

 ✓ Private clouds are exclusive to a specific organization; 
the public is not invited. This is the most secure form of 
cloud computing.

 ✓ Community clouds are restricted to departments within 
a company or agency, multiple government agencies, or 
a group of companies within a specific industry.

 ✓ Public clouds are exposed to everyone. However, secu-
rity features are in place. These clouds offer maximum 
flexibility for the services offered and accessed by cloud 
consumers.

The impact of cloud computing on Big Data is huge. Data 
sources can be from public, private, or community clouds. 
For example, customer demographic data can come from a 
public cloud, but complex scientific collection information or 
industry-sensitive data would be from community clouds. Any 
Big Data Analytic platform must be able to access any cloud 
platform and be able to publish results to any cloud environ-
ment in a fast and secure manner.
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Chapter 2

Getting Started with  
Big Data Analytics

In This Chapter
▶ Redirecting your focus with Big Data

▶ Unlocking value with your data analysts

▶ Implementing Big Data in your company

▶ Using Alteryx Designer Desktop to rapidly build and publish powerful 
analytic apps

S 
tarting any initiative is the most difficult step; the key is 
in knowing how to get started. With Big Data, knowing 

what to focus on is a fundamental first step. Next, you need to 
utilize your most powerful asset — the data analysts at your 
company. Finally, you must ensure that Big Data is easy to use 
by those who need it, and that must be done using a powerful 
analytic platform.

This chapter shows you how to begin the journey with Big 
Data Analytics and how to start using it within your company.

Changing Focus with Big Data
As discussed in Chapter 1, the three Vs of data are defined as 
Volume (size), Velocity (how fast it is generated), and Variety 
(variation). However, when implementing Big Data in orga-
nizations, the three Vs fall short; a fourth V for Value must 
become the driving focus.
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Unlocking the value in data is the key to providing value to 
the business. Too often IT infrastructure folks focus on data 
capacity or throughput speed. Business Intelligence vendors 
extol the benefits of executive-only dashboards and visually 
stunning graphical reports. While both perspectives have some 
merit, they only play a limited role in the overall mission of 
bringing real value to those in the company who need it.

Value is added by using an approach and platform to bring 
Big Data into the hands of those who need it in a fast, agile 
manner to answer the right business questions at the right 
time. Knowing what data is needed to answer questions and 
where to find it is critical; having the analytic tools to capital-
ize on that knowledge is even more critical. It is through those 
platforms that real value is realized from Big Data.

The Role of the Data Analyst
The most powerful data expert in a company likely isn’t in the 
IT department, doesn’t hold advanced computer engineering 
degrees, and likely doesn’t hold the title “data scientist.” The 
most powerful data expert is in the business department and 
understands fundamental IT concepts, but the real knowledge 
is in the business processes and data that the company relies 
upon on a daily basis. This person probably has a better idea 
of what operational data is needed to support the company 
than the CEO does. This person — the data analyst — can be 
the hero of your Big Data Analytics experience.

 

In-depth data analysis is as much of an art form as it is a science.

The data analyst knows the business inside and out, but also 
knows where all the key data is located. Here are some exam-
ples of key data:

 ✓ Internal, corporate databases and data warehouses

 ✓ Spreadsheets and documents stored on local workstations 
and shared network drives

 ✓ External data feeds that the company receives on a daily 
basis

 ✓ Data that would be valuable to have but is currently not 
available
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 Chapter 2: Getting Started with Big Data Analytics 13
The data analyst is the person who Big Data Analytics tools 
need to empower because it is the data analyst who actu-
ally uses data on a daily basis. This person is either making 
business decisions or providing data to the decision makers. 
Simply put, if the data analyst is not able to access Big Data, 
that missing data will not be part of any decision-making  
process.

Humanizing Big Data has the largest positive impact on 
data analysts and business decision makers. The concept of 
humanizing Big Data is the ability to combine Big Data with 
market knowledge, location insight, and business intelligence 
while performing predictive and spatial analysis to produce 
analytic applications that are shared with decision makers. 
Humanizing Big Data is critical to a successful implementation 
within a company and using the right analytic platform (such 
as Alteryx) makes that process possible.

Implementing Big Data Analytics 
within an Organization Using 
Alteryx

Technology alone doesn’t generate real value from Big Data. 
Data analysts, empowered with the right analytic technology 
platform, humanize Big Data, which is how companies realize 
value.

Analytic platforms such as Alteryx make extracting value from 
Big Data possible. Important benefits to businesses that the 
Alteryx Strategic Analytics platform provides include

 ✓ Improving the self-sufficiency of decision makers to run 
and share analytic applications with other data users. 
Data analysts who understand the business should 
develop good analytic applications that are shared for 
everyone’s benefit.

 ✓ Injecting Big Data into strategic decisions without waiting 
months for an IT infrastructure and data project. Alteryx 
gets the data into the hands of decision makers so that 
businesses can identify and capitalize on opportunities.
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 ✓ Delivering the power of predictive analytics to everyone, 

not just a few executive decision makers far removed 
from operations. Ensuring that the right data is readily 
available to all authorized parties leads to making the 
best possible decisions.

Alteryx is a powerful platform to humanize data into the 
hands of data analysts to expose and capitalize on the real 
value of Big Data.

Blending Data from  
Multiple Sources

The nature of Big Data is large data, usually from multiple 
sources. Some data will come from internal sources, but 
increasing data is coming from outside sources. These outside 
sources include

 ✓ Social media data feeds such as Twitter and Facebook

 ✓ Point of Sale and customer loyalty tracking programs

 ✓ Government agency sources such as census data

 ✓ Spatial data from mobile devices and satellite mapping 
feeds

 ✓ Consumer demographic data brokers, such as Experian

 ✓ Any number of public, private, or community clouds

Data blending is the process of combining multiple heteroge-
neous data sources and blending them into a single, usable 
analytic dataset. The purpose of data blending is to create 
analytic datasets to answer business questions using data that 
is not bound by the control and lengthy timelines of traditional 
IT processes. An example of data blending is when the data 
analyst integrates packaged, external data from the cloud with 
internal data sources to create a very business-specific analytic 
dataset.

Data blending is important, and any Big Data Analytics platform 
must support this function. With data blending, the complete 
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scope of Big Data becomes available to the data analyst. One 
such platform that excels at data blending is Alteryx Designer 
Desktop.

Looking at Alteryx  
Designer Desktop

Alteryx Designer Desktop is a powerful yet easy-to-use analytic 
workflow design environment that allows data analysts to 
access Big Data and then quickly put together analytic applica-
tions. It is the fastest way to build and publish analytic appli-
cations. Benefits of Alteryx Designer Desktop include

 ✓ Easy-to-use, single point of entry graphical interface with 
visual representation of analytic workflows.

 ✓ Menus with prebuilt calculations, joins, utilities, reports, 
spatial tools, and predictive tools.

 ✓ Access to predefined external data sources such as 
salesforce.com, as well as integration with internal data 
sources. Data blending is a key feature.

 ✓ Capability to securely publish analytic applications to 
Alteryx Analytics Gallery or your own internal private 
cloud.

 ✓ Ability to download and open preexisting applications to 
use as templates for your new applications.

 ✓ Robust data analyst support infrastructure for questions 
or problems.

The interface is easy, and the tools are powerful. Alteryx 
Designer Desktop is designed to empower the data analyst 
without the need for advanced IT skill sets or long develop-
ment timeframes.

Figure 2-1 shows the Alteryx Designer Desktop with a sample 
dataflow opened.
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Figure 2-1: Alteryx Designer Desktop opened with a sample application.

How does a data analyst get started with Alteryx Designer 
Desktop? Here are the steps to take in an example use case. 
The data analyst:

 1. Takes one of the sample analytic applications and 
opens it to find a visual workflow with data points.

 2. Updates the data feeds to use different data sources 
and potentially incorporates additional tools, filters, 
or formulas already included by Alteryx.

 3. Runs test iterations until the desired data output is 
generated.

  The finished analytic application is then published 
to the user base that needs it within the company via 
Alteryx Analytic Gallery or private cloud.

Advanced analytic capabilities are available, but the key benefit 
is that the difficult work has already been done by Alteryx and is 
included in the Designer Desktop. Spatial utilities, predictive 
and calculation tools, utilities, and integration with almost any 
data source imaginable are available. These capabilities, pack-
aged in a single, easy-to-use interface are what make Alteryx 
Designer Desktop the fastest way to deliver analytic applications 
to business users.
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Chapter 3

Analyzing Big Data  
in Context

In This Chapter
▶ Putting Big Data in context

▶ Capitalizing on spatial attributes present in Big Data

▶ Taking advantage of external data resources

A 
n often overlooked aspect of using Big Data is context. 
Knowing how your data sources relate to each other 

is very important. Integrating the spatial attributes of data 
into the overall context along with valuable, external data 
resources elevates analytic decision making to a new level.

This chapter discusses how to put data into context to include 
spatial and external resources and includes a real-world case 
study example.

Focus on Context, Not  
Just Integration

Data integration is a big piece of the picture that often receives 
a great deal of attention, but it is not the most important 
aspect of working with Big Data. Putting Big Data into context 
with all your other sources of data is what is important.

Big Data is obviously important (obvious since you are reading 
this book) but don’t forget your internal data sources. Your 
company’s internal databases, corporate data warehouses, 
and myriad of spreadsheets and documents hold a wealth 
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of information. The limitless sources of Big Data need to be 
pared down to what is relevant and be placed in context with 
your internal data sources.

Using analytic tools such as Alteryx allows you to place your 
Big Data into context with internal data sources promoting 
maximum efficiency and agility. Alteryx does this in a simple 
manner and is driven by the data analysts (refer to Chapter 2).

 

Decision makers must make decisions based on all relevant 
data available: Amazon, Experian, TomTom, demographics, 
spatial attributes, and internal data sources such as spread-
sheets and data warehouses.

So where does data integration come into the picture and what 
are the best ways to integrate? Here are some guidelines:

 ✓ Integrate Big Data with all required data including local 
data, corporate data stores such as Teradata, and data 
from cloud applications such as Salesforce.com.

 ✓ Integrate packaged market and customer data from  
leading data vendors such as Experian and Dun & 
Bradstreet (D&B).

 ✓ Work to process the data without explicit, lengthy IT 
integration involvement whenever possible.

 ✓ Allow data analysts to build analytic applications that 
incorporate the complete context for decision making.

Focusing on context first with integration second allows for a 
better, more confident decision-making experience without the 
risk of becoming bogged down in a long integration project.

 

Use all the relevant data in an agile manner. You need to 
understand what data you really need and then leverage it 
quickly.

Combining Big Data  
with Spatial Data

Spatial data is defined as data that identifies the geographic 
locations of objects or features on Earth. The widespread 
deployment of Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) devices has 
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coincided with the practice of geotagging which has been 
growing at an explosive rate. Geotagging is the process of 
adding spatial metadata to generated content such as photo-
graphs, Short Message Service (SMS) texts, Rich Site Summary 
(RSS) feeds, and social media posts. This process provides 
a continual stream of data identifying where people are and 
what they are doing and is a major part of the growing wave 
of Big Data. Analytic platforms that understand and process 
this type of data without additional, specialized technologies 
give the business user a powerful edge.

What are the benefits of spatial data for companies using Big 
Data Analytics? Knowing where your customers are, when 
they are there, and what is near them is all critical intelli-
gence for sales and marketing. However, the complex nature 
of spatial data and GIS software requires a powerful analytic 
platform to make sense of that data. The Alteryx Strategic 
Analytics platform with native spatial capability leverages 
spatial attributes in Big Data to:

 ✓ Deliver deep spatial and location understanding as part 
of the unified workflow to answer contemporary busi-
ness questions more effectively.

 ✓ Provide a more complete understanding of transactions 
and market and customer interactions.

 ✓ Improve the outcome of critical customer, market, and 
investment decisions without the requirement for com-
plex and specialized GIS software.

Taking spatial data attributes into context with your other 
data sources is the best method to leverage your Big Data 
using the Alteryx analytic platform. Blending the spatial data 
provided by geotagging with your internal, customer, and 
demographic data resources opens the doorway to realizing 
the full value of Big Data Analytics in decision making.

Leveraging External Data 
Provider Resources

Data aggregation service providers are companies that assist 
clients by capturing and leveraging data about their target 
market, customer base, and industry. These companies are 
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dedicated to providing a wealth of specific data to clients who 
use that data to gain a competitive advantage, for a price.

External, packaged market data provides a company with cus-
tomer and market context that individual companies cannot 
obtain. These data sources provide companies with informa-
tion that cannot easily be recreated in a format tailored to 
their requirements. Companies such as Experian that pro-
vides detailed customer data and Target Smart that provides 
customer and political campaigning are examples of external 
data providers.

Powerful analytic platforms need to integrate easily with 
external data providers. Alteryx goes a step further and 
includes packaged demographic, spatial, firmographic, and 
household data with the core platform. Fast and simple 
access to valuable third-party data sources allows data 
analysts to blend internal corporate data with external data 
resources for the best possible analytic results and decision 
making.

 

Alteryx provides packaged demographic, firmographic, house-
hold, and spatial datasets for use with its analytic platform.
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Chapter 4

Getting Value from 
Predictive Analytics  

and Big Data
In This Chapter
▶ Understanding why predictive analytics is important

▶ Placing the power of predictive analytics in the hands of the people 
who need it most

▶ Getting the most real business value from predictive analysis

K 
nowing what is likely to happen in the future based on 
data trends puts the decision maker in the driver’s seat 

when business opportunities develop. Applying predictive 
analytics to Big Data gives the decision maker forward-looking 
insights that make a real difference in a highly competitive 
marketplace.

This chapter delves into why predictive analysis is important 
and how it can bring value to the business.

Why Do Predictive Analytics  
on Big Data?

Predictive analytics is the process of using a set of sophisticated 
analytic tools to develop models and estimations of what the 
environment will do in the future. This capability opens up 
these exciting benefits:
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 ✓ You discover new ideas and opportunities much faster, 

allowing you to be first to market with solutions.

 ✓ You can anticipate customer needs and wants and there-
fore be better prepared for the business at hand.

 ✓ You can provide rapid turnaround times as environmental 
conditions alter current requirements.

Figure 4-1 shows how predictive analytics is supported by 
Alteryx, which offers multiple options for using the R statisti-
cal programming language for predictive analytics. The plat-
form provides native integration with R, which allows data 
analysts to write their own program code or cut and paste 
code from other projects. The platform also includes sets of 
prebuilt drag-and-drop tools that don’t require any prior R 
programming language experience or training. The Alteryx 
platform allows for an easy entry point into using predictive 
analytics.

 

For more information about how Alteryx enables predictive 
analytics, visit www.alteryx.com/predictive-analytics.

Alteryx Predictive Analytic Capabilities

Data Preparation / Investigation Tools

Multivariate Predictive Models / Assessment Tools

Time Series Models / Assessment Tools

Clustering Models / Assessment Tools

Native Integration with
Full Set of R Capabilities

Figure 4-1: Alteryx capabilities and tools for predictive analytics.
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Predictive analytics is an extremely powerful capability that 
has the potential of yielding a substantial advantage for those 
who can leverage its findings.

Moving Predictive Analytics  
to the Front Lines

Predictive analytics is powerful, but the concept is not new. 
For years, early technology generations using predictive ana-
lytics have faced these challenges:

 ✓ Data structures favored historic data, and software tools 
were more suited to reporting what happened in the past 
than predicting what will occur in the future.

 ✓ Predictive analytics is a complex science that historically 
required specialized programming techniques, a deep 
understanding of statistics, and highly trained IT staff.

 ✓ Long lead times were required to set up necessary infra-
structure and to answer questions. This increased costs 
and decreased the value of the results.

Alteryx has identified and remedied these shortcomings with 
the Alteryx predictive analytics tools included in the Designer 
Desktop analytic workflow design environment. Alteryx has 
made predictive analytics attainable for data analysts by:

 ✓ Providing a framework focusing on forward-looking Big 
Data and trends instead of being limited to a historical 
perspective.

 ✓ Prebuilding a rich library of powerful predictive tools 
that leverage the power of the R statistical programming 
language, available for immediate use.

 ✓ Eliminating the need to wait for highly trained and over-
worked statisticians and IT specialists to build out  
necessary data infrastructure.

 ✓ Providing an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop interface for 
building sophisticated analytic workflows.
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The effect of these improvements is that the power and ben-
efit of predictive analytics has moved forward to the business 
users and decision makers positioned at the leading edge of 
the business. No longer is the technology limited to only a  
few highly trained specialists with deep IT resources; data 
analysts can leverage predictive analytics as part of their 
normal analytic development process. Now both operational 
and executive-level decision makers can easily enjoy the  
benefits of predictive analytics.

Gaining Real Business Value 
from Predictive Analysis

Smart businesses apply predictive analytics to their decision-
making process to obtain large benefits and advantages in 
their marketplace. Examples include

 ✓ Taking a proactive rather than a reactive position based 
on real-time data trends and predictions to ensure the 
leadership position in the market.

 ✓ Identifying and responding to trends on social media out-
lets to take advantage of opportunities. For example, if a 
company detects rapidly increasing interest in a product, 
the company proactively can increase inventory in the 
impacted geographic area as identified by the spatial data.

 ✓ Quantifying and leveraging the actual value of social 
media comments on the business. Blend the context of 
Big Data with user sentiment analysis and quantitative 
data to gain an accurate picture of the environment and 
market direction.

Predictive analysis is a powerful tool for decision makers. With 
Alteryx Designer Desktop and predictive tools, this capability 
is available to deliver valuable insights for decision makers at 
all levels.
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Chapter 5

Humanizing Big  
Data Analytics

In This Chapter
▶ Making Big Data accessible to the common user

▶ Humanizing Big Data for everyone

▶ Appreciating the workflow of Big Data Analytics

▶ Looking at consumerization of Big Data Analytics

▶ Unlocking value with the Alteryx Analytics Gallery

▶ Working with data analytics and the cloud

▶ Putting your focus on application consumption

▶ Finding the best platform for Strategic Analytics

P 
lacing Big Data into the hands of those who need it is an 
often overlooked, but critical, step. Data must be human-

ized to have real value to a company (refer to Chapter 2). This 
humanizing is done by deploying analytic applications to the 
cloud. These applications must be as easy and intuitive to use 
as the ones business users use at home. Consumerization of 
Big Data Analytics with the Alteryx platform plays a key role 
in your company’s future. In selecting the right platform for 
strategic analytics, you’ll be on the path for success.

This chapter takes a look at how to humanize Big Data with 
the Alteryx Strategic Analytics platform and gain the greatest 
value from Big Data.
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Putting Big Data in the Hands 
of Those Who Need It

For too long, Big Data has been exclusively in the hands 
of highly trained data scientists and large IT departments. 
Long, expensive, and complex IT projects to capture and 
integrate Big Data often meet with failure. Expensive Business 
Intelligence (BI) dashboards can provide data to a very small 
number of high-level executives, but that still isn’t sufficient 
because midlevel and operational level staff require Big Data 
for their daily work too.

To be useful, Big Data must be accessible to nontechnical 
people within the company. Fortunately, Alteryx frees Big 
Data for use by all users. The analytic platform brings Big 
Data Analytics out from isolation in a data lab and into the 
business community of end users. Alteryx does so by:

 ✓ Placing Big Data in the hands of normal business users at 
all levels.

 ✓ Providing a single, easy-to-use interface into Big Data. 
Extensive IT experience is not required.

 ✓ Enabling instant access to Big Data without long-running 
IT projects. All the complex engineering work has already 
been done by Alteryx and is at the users’ fingertips.

 ✓ Exchanging ideas and analytic applications within a com-
munity of data analysts to ensure that the corporate 
value from analytics continues to improve.

 ✓ Making analytic applications for business end users and 
decision makers an immediate reality.

These capabilities place Big Data directly in the hands of 
those who need it on a daily basis: business end users and 
decision makers.
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Humanizing Data  
Design Principles

Rendering vast amounts of Big Data into relevant information 
for those who need it is the core of humanization. Combining 
Big Data with market knowledge, location insight, and 
Business Intelligence while quickly creating analytic applica-
tions utilizing predictive and spatial analytics is how Alteryx 
humanizes Big Data.

Humanizing Big Data is built upon two crucial elements:

 ✓ Making Big Data easy to access by all users who make 
critical decisions at both the operational and strategic 
levels.

 ✓ Helping Big Data tell its story by enriching it with busi-
ness context from all the data sources available and 
applying powerful analytic capabilities when needed 
without the need for advanced IT knowledge.

Essentially, humanization puts Big Data into the hands of 
those who need it and brings out the real business value of 
Big Data.

Critical design principles for humanizing Big Data are as  
follows:

 ✓ Ingest and integrate data from anywhere. This includes 
social media, sensor data, external data resources, and 
internal corporate data sources.

 ✓ Seek patterns. Predicting future outcomes is dependent 
on detecting patterns. Be flexible and creative to fuse 
the unstructured data with structured quantitative data 
within a business context.

 ✓ Make insights available at the point of decision. Those 
who make decisions on a daily basis are those most able 
to benefit from powerful analytic applications.
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 ✓ Reuse analytic intellectual property. Data analysts 

create and share their Big Data analytic work with the 
full range of decision makers and data users in their com-
pany. Each time that their creation is used, it matures in 
value and context to become a more valuable piece of 
analytic property.

 

Leveraging the design principles humanizes Big Data in a 
faster, more effective manner to maximize the value returned 
to the company.

Humanizing Big Data  
Analytics Workflow

For most companies, the current workflow for integrating the 
use of Big Data is highly manual and cumbersome. Value that 
could be derived is absent from the decision-making process. 
Several reasons exist for this dysfunctional situation:

 ✓ A vast and turbulent ocean of data exists: structured 
data across internal databases, large corporate data 
warehouses, myriads of spreadsheets and documents 
on workstations, unstructured data feeds, external data 
resource providers, ever-growing sensor and spatial 
data, and the wild world of social media content.

 ✓ Outdated BI tools, dashboards, and canned reports that 
focus well on the past but give no real insight into the 
future. Tools and perspective need to be updated for the 
current and future requirements of business.

 ✓ Too much focus on internal, historical data. There is 
little market insight, competitive intelligence, location 
data, and social media analysis. As a result, there is little 
data context to the present market environment so the 
data is telling only part of the total story.
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 ✓ Traditional IT practices to extract value from Big Data 

are time-consuming, complex, expensive, and not  
guaranteed to provide the desired result. Extract, 
Transform, and Load (ETL) practices for databases are 
time-consuming. Highly skilled experts are expensive and  
in short supply.

 ✓ Centralized ownership by the IT department. These 
efforts need to be led by the data analyst working in con-
junction with the business users — not behind the closed 
doors of the datacenter.

 ✓ Too many steps and handoffs in the overall process, 
adding to complexity, duration, and increasing the likeli-
hood of mistakes.

Figure 5-1 shows you a typical Big Data workflow and the 
problems inherent to its design.

The Big Data work�ow involves handoffs and delays based on high demand for data and analytic skills.

Business Question
“How do I achieve hyper-local
marketing success across
digital channels?”

Bu
sin
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cleansing, etc.

Build Analytic
Work	ow
Model, analyze data,
predict

Append and Add
Context
Location,
demographics, and
segmentation

Identify Data Sources
Hadoop, CRM, Excel,
Data Warehouse

Present and Adjust
Build application or report

Analysis
Explore output and iterate

Business Decision
“Establish channel-speci�c
customer segment targeting”

Unify and Assemble Data
Access and combine
multiple sources

Da
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t
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Figure 5-1: Suboptimal Big Data workflow.
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What you see in Figure 5-1 is a structured but complex multi-
step and multiparty process that involves so much data 
requiring so many steps and people that the timely value of 
Big Data is lost.

If the current process is broken, what is the solution? Alteryx 
is designed from the ground up to meet and address the  
problems inherent to typical Big Data workflows. Alteryx  
does this by:

 ✓ Deploying prebuilt and high performance analytic capa-
bilities tailored to Big Data. This eliminates the need for a 
team of expensive data scientists to “reinvent the wheel.” 
The impact is reduced costs, faster timelines, and more 
consistent results.

 ✓ Placing the data analyst and business user in the driver’s 
seat rather than taking a backseat to the IT department. 
Putting the data in the hands of the people who know 
what they need ensures that the final product will meet 
the needs of the actual users.

 ✓ Streamlining the workflow process to involve fewer steps 
with greater involvement by those most impacted by end 
product. This allows for fewer hand-offs between par-
ties resulting in much faster implementation with fewer 
opportunities for mistakes.

 ✓ Providing a powerful yet easy-to-use visual toolset that 
allows the data analysts to seamlessly craft workflows 
that capture internal and external data, and then use pre-
built filters and analytic tools as needed. This allows for 
rapid creation and deployment of analytic applications to 
extract real context and value from the data and put it on 
decision makers’ desktops.

As shown in Figure 5-2, Alteryx applies the Big Data workflow 
while adhering to humanizing design principles.
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Business Question
“How do I achieve hyper-local
marketing success across
digital channels?”
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Analysis
Explore output and iterate

Build Analytic Work�ow
Model, analyze data, predict

Present and Adjust
Build application or report

Business Decision
“Establish channel-specic
customer segment targeting”

Unify and Assemble Data
Access and combine
multiple sources

Da
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Identify Data Sources
Hadoop, CRM, Excel,
Data Warehouse

Figure 5-2: Optimal Big Data workflow.

You can see how an Alteryx-designed Big Data workflow is far 
more streamlined and business centric than typical IT work-
flows. The result is a much faster, less complex and expen-
sive, and more useful usage of Big Data for those who need 
it. Alteryx fully implements the vision of humanizing Big Data 
by rapidly providing it to those who need it while allowing 
Big Data to add real value by telling its story in context of the 
business requirements.

Considering Consumerization  
of Big Data Analytics

Consumerization is widely defined as the practice of taking an 
IT product that is popular in the consumer market space and 
introducing it into the workplace. Alteryx is a leader of the 
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consumerization of Big Data Analytics as it brings the power 
of Big Data into the hands of business users in the workplace.

The Alteryx platform makes using powerful Big Data Analytics 
an engaging and social experience for the business users via 
easy-to-use and simple interfaces. Specifically, Alteryx aids in 
the consumerization of Big Data by:

 ✓ Leveraging cloud technology as a social experience  
for decision makers to run and share their applications 
anytime and from anywhere. This contributes to the  
self-sufficiency and independence of the user.

 ✓ Bringing Big Data context into the decision-making  
process immediately without waiting for a large  
IT project.

 ✓ Placing the power of predictive analytics into the hands 
of every decision maker without adding complexity.

Alteryx consumerization of Big Data allows for better deci-
sions to be made faster and with less complexity by those 
who need the data the most.

Getting an Alteryx Analytics 
Gallery Overview

The primary method for consumerization of Big Data by data 
analysts is through Alteryx Analytics Gallery. The Gallery is 
a web-based cloud community where data analysts securely 
access and share their analytic applications deployed to the 
cloud. To access the Alteryx Analytics Gallery, go to http://
gallery.alteryx.com.

In Figure 5-3, you see the Alteryx Analytics Gallery front page.
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Figure 5-3: Alteryx Analytics Gallery front page.

As you can see in Figure 5-3, the Alteryx Analytics Gallery has 
been built for consumerized analytics with a highly intuitive 
and visually appealing interface. The interface makes it as 
easy to access and run analytic applications at work as the 
apps decision makers use at home.

If you do not have an account, you can create an account for 
free and try out the publicly available applications! This is an 
easy and fun way to see how Alteryx will make your analytic 
decision making better and more efficient.

Publishing Data and Analytics 
to Cloud Service

After the data analyst has created an analytic application using 
Alteryx Designer Desktop, it must be deployed as quickly and 
easily as possible for use by the business users. The optimal 
deployment environment is the cloud, from which applications:

 ✓ Are available to designated users regardless of location.

 ✓ May be shared with other data analysts or end users in 
the community.
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 ✓ Are secure so only authorized users can access the appli-

cation and resulting data.

 ✓ Are fast, highly available, and independent of traditional 
IT infrastructure.

More than just an application is being deployed; the analytic 
intellectual property of the company is encapsulated within 
the application. Fortunately, the cloud is secure and the 
management and sharing of the analytic components are con-
trolled. Using Alteryx, the data analyst has two major cloud 
deployment options available:

 ✓ Alteryx Analytics Gallery: A public cloud environment 
with secure login and security restrictions to access 
applications.

 ✓ Internal private cloud: Using Alteryx Private Cloud 
Server software, a company may host its internal private 
cloud architecture and deploy applications with the high-
est degree of security.

Alteryx cloud services proves to be a fast, reliable, and secure 
deployment framework for applications and sharing of ana-
lytic assets within the designated communities.

Focusing on Consuming 
Applications

Big Data Analytics consumerization is important because it 
makes analytics accessible and easy for the end user. Several 
key considerations exist for successful consumerization of 
applications:

 ✓ Easy access to Big Data for end users is essential. Access 
must be easily obtained without complex IT involvement.

 ✓ Consumerization should focus on the decision-maker 
experience and consuming applications. Consider the 
perspective of the decision maker when developing 
applications.
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 ✓ Specific devices such as mobile devices and smart 

phones should not be the primary focus. Technology is 
continually changing and the underlying technological 
stack should be abstracted from the users’ view.

 ✓ All relevant data sources should be consumed. This is 
where data analysts show their value by excluding extra-
neous data while not missing what is critical.

 ✓ Easy-to-use parameterized wizards and interfaces that 
solicit user input to enhance and socialize the user expe-
rience. This is how the user “drives” the application so 
the interface must make sense from a user’s perspective.

 ✓ Complex and sophisticated algorithms should be con-
tained within predictive analytic tools without forcing 
the user to have a deep understanding of the behind-the-
scenes technical details. Hiding complexity is achieved 
by prebuilt analytic tools, and formulas at the data ana-
lyst’s fingertips.

Shifting the focus from IT and complex data design to intelli-
gently consuming applications so Big Data is easily accessible 
to business users and decision makers will ensure a success-
ful Big Data Analytics implementation.

The Best Platform for  
Strategic Analytics

Strategic analytics is the sophisticated analysis used to make 
critical decisions that drive business strategy and growth. 
This analysis is a direct contrast to the static, prebuilt, and 
predefined reports and executive dashboards focused on past 
data and performance. Modern strategic analytics products 
look at the current environment and use Big Data context with 
advanced analytic tools to gain insights into the future. This 
is important because the forward-looking approach offers 
the greatest avenue to identify and capitalize on key business 
opportunities.
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Alteryx supports strategic analytics with Big Data via these 
components:

 ✓ Alteryx Designer Desktop to rapidly design, build, and 
publish powerful analytic applications.

 ✓ Alteryx Analytics Gallery to publish, access, share, and 
run deployed applications in a secure cloud environment.

 ✓ Alteryx Private Cloud Server to host and run deployed 
applications within a secure, private cloud hosted by the 
customer’s organization.

Alteryx is a leading force in the consumerization and human-
ization of Big Data Analytics. This focus ensures that powerful 
and complex analytic applications are easily being deployed 
to those who need them.

Alteryx is also one of the fastest avenues for the design and 
publishing of analytic applications. In the hands of the data 
analyst, Alteryx Designer Desktop is used to quickly create 
and deploy powerful applications that blend data from mul-
tiple internal and external sources while allowing Big Data to 
add context. The results are analytic applications that truly 
answer the key business questions necessary for the sup-
port and growth of the business. The applications are then 
deployed to the cloud within Alteryx Analytics Gallery for 
secure and easy access by the decision makers of the  
company.
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Chapter 6

Ten (Okay, Nine) Things  
to Consider with Big  

Data Analytics
In This Chapter
▶ Getting the most out of Big Data Analytics

L 
everaging any technology takes some effort, but the pay-
offs are huge. Knowing a few tips, tricks, and guidelines 

to make your efforts easier and maximize the benefit is always 
advisable.

This chapter looks at ways to ensure that your Big Data expe-
rience is successful and that you gain the largest competitive 
advantage possible out of your Big Data Analytics investment.

Ensure That the Big Data 
Analytics Platform Combines 
Cloud Experience with 
Sophisticated Analytics

Cloud computing provides the consumer with multiple benefits: 
rapid deployment, easy access from anywhere, security, and  
reduced IT overhead. However, it isn’t sufficient to only access 
lightweight, low-capability BI and dashboards located in the 
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cloud. Business decision makers require high-performance 
analytics, but with the convenience and cost benefits of the 
cloud.

Make sure that your sophisticated, analytic platforms are 
cloud friendly. Don’t assume that because your analytics are 
powerful, they are not suitable for the cloud. On the contrary, 
your most powerful processing tools are the best candidates 
for cloud computing.

Remember to leverage the limitless processing power of the 
cloud to run your sophisticated analytic tools so they always 
will be easily accessible to your Data Artisans and business 
decision makers.

Access All the Relevant Data to 
Make the Best Possible Strategic 
Business Decisions

Data comes in many different forms. At one end of the spectrum, 
data can be structured neatly inside a well-defined corporate 
database. At the opposite end, the data can be social media 
with no structured format at all. The data also can be some-
where in between as semi-structured data. Additionally, the 
data can come from traditional IT corporate data warehouses, 
desktop workstation documents and spreadsheets, automated 
smart devices and sensor equipment, or the cloud. Regardless 
of source or format, all relevant data has value to the decision 
maker and must be accessible to be useful.

A decision based on bad, incomplete, or unrepresentative 
data is likely to be a bad decision. Use analytic tools that 
access all the relevant data available regardless of structure, 
source, or format. The analytic platform must blend the 
data seamlessly from the various sources and structures. 
Furthermore, ensure that the software tools implemented will 
access the myriad of data sources quickly and easily so that 
critical business decisions are not delayed.
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Use a Single Platform for the 
Complete Analytic Process

The journey from accessing a multitude of different large data 
sources to quickly answering key business questions is indeed 
technically complex. Historically, highly specialized hardware 
and software to support data management, Extract Transform 
Load (ETL), integration, access, analysis, reporting, and pre-
sentation were common. Each component was highly special-
ized and required a specific skill set and integration process to 
transform raw data to valued business decisions. Besides cost 
and complexity, this process simply takes too long in today’s 
business environments where opportunities exist for only short 
periods of time before they are seized by competitors.

Be sure to select a platform that wraps up the complete end-
to-end analytic process, not just a mix of complex, disjointed 
components. The platform selected must recognize the work-
flow associated with analytics and manage that workflow and 
associated processes from a unified, easy-to-understand user 
interface.

Leverage an Analytic Platform 
to Access and Make Business 
Sense of Big Data

Gleaning real value out of Big Data is critical, otherwise data 
collection and processing is pointless. However, getting real 
value quickly is not a trivial task. The complexities associated 
with analytics have historically limited access to the value of 
Big Data, but fortunately that situation has changed with plat-
forms such as Alteryx.

To get real value from Big Data, an analytic platform needs to 
do the following:

 ✓ Ensure availability of all types and formats of Big Data 
but without long wait times for access, integration, 
and processing. Big Data sources must be easily and 
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seamlessly integrated with other, more-traditional data 
sources without requiring highly skilled technical staff.

 ✓ Leverage your existing Data Artisans, without a massive 
retraining effort. The target platform needs to be simple 
and intuitive enough for Data Artisans to use quickly and 
effectively.

Move from Social Media 
Feedback to Real Business 
Knowledge

Many companies monitor social media sources — such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, or Yelp — for consumer com-
ments. Seeing a number of Facebook “Likes” for a product or 
service is a powerful indicator, but what does it actually mean 
in terms of real business value? Can you put a dollar amount 
on a “Like”?

The solution is integration of social media data with more 
traditional and structured data sources to gather a complete 
picture of the consumer environment. For example, by them-
selves, a series of Facebook “Likes” or Twitter comments are 
only qualitative feedback. However, integrating the geospatial 
characteristics of the social data with more concrete data 
from point-of-sale and customer loyalty programs will quantify 
the true value of those social media inputs. Be sure that your 
analytic toolset can support this kind of integration so that 
you capture a complete, quantitative view of the data and 
financial value.

Gain Value from Big Data 
Sooner, Rather than Later

Better data yielding better decisions is an easy concept for 
people to understand. Translating those better decisions into 
competitive advantage and increased sales is also an easy 
sell for most business leaders. The problem occurs when the 
development and implementation path proves to be long, 
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tedious, and expensive. Frequently, a complex analytic solution 
deployed in-house by an already overworked IT department 
can take many months or even years to yield quantifiable  
benefits for everyday business users.

Platforms such as Alteryx avoid this pitfall by being immediately 
usable by the Data Artisans and decision makers. Leveraging 
access to external Big Data sources, integration with internal 
data stores, and an easy-to-use single toolset bring the value 
of Big Data to the company immediately. Rather than embark-
ing on a long IT project, decision makers and Data Artisans 
are actively using Big Data Analytics with quantifiable results 
in a very short timeframe.

Know Where Your Business and 
Customers Are Located

Operating without a profile of your customers is obviously a 
path to failure. Demographic data has proven itself critical, 
and many demographic data sources have been available for 
years. However, one of the most important data attributes 
historically has been overlooked due to technical challenges; 
fortunately, the use of geospatial data is now possible by 
everyone.

Geospatial intelligence tells you where your customers are, 
where they visit, where they buy your products, and where 
competitors are located. Social media tags data with geospatial 
tags and analytic processing tools such as Alteryx Strategic 
Analytics take advantage of these tags to identify and analyze 
this data. Ensure that spatial intelligence is a part of any 
analytic processing toolset you utilize so that this data will 
enhance critical decision making.

Value Your Data Artisans and 
What They Bring to the Table

The most important component in any system is always the 
people, and the same is true especially in BI and analytic  
processing. Of your staff, the most critical folks are your Data 
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Artisans. These are your business experts, typically attached 
to a business unit, who truly understand your business and 
what data is critical. They understand IT, but technical knowl-
edge is not how they bring value. The ability to know what 
data the decision maker needs, where to find that data, and 
how it needs to be analyzed and processed is the critical, 
game-changing skill set of the Data Artisans.

As with any advantage, a smart business leader wants to 
maximize that advantage for maximum impact. The way to 
make the most of your Data Artisans is to empower them 
and to provide the tools that best support their work. Agile, 
powerful, and easy-to-use platforms such as Alteryx Strategic 
Analytics are the best way to leverage the inherent knowledge 
of your Data Artisans.
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